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Travelers Aid Assists Nearly 10,000 Travelers During ‘Snowzilla’ 
The blizzard of 2016, dubbed “Snowzilla” on social media, pummeled the East Coast with the 
largest blizzard in years; spanning across two days and dumping more than two feet of snow 
across the region. The blizzard significantly impacted our region’s airports, including the 4 
managed by Travelers Aid International – Washington’s Reagan and Dulles, New York JFK and 
Newark Liberty. 
 
As the storm approached, airport passengers and staff prepared for flight cancellations. As 
Rachel Friedrich, Interim Program Manager at EWR explained, “We primarily spent our time in 
the days leading up to the storm and most of the following week, assisting passengers with 
rebooking flights, finding hotel rooms, and exploring other transportation options for reaching 
their destinations.” Similar activity was conducted at each of our airports and as airport 
operations became active again, other challenges arose. 
 
During the height of the storm on Jan. 23, the snow was accumulating so quickly that snow 
removal efforts proved to be impossible, and region’s airports were ultimately closed. On 
Sunday morning, international flights began returning to JFK, and by Sunday evening Newark 
resumed limited operations. Washington’s airports resumed operations on Monday, and by 
Tuesday just about every airline resumed full scheduled service at each of these airports. 
Though operations at all 4 airports were limited throughout “Snowzilla,” Travelers Aid volunteers 
and staff assisted more than 9,400 passengers with a multitude of challenges. “Our feeling is 
that the number of people [we were able to assist] matters less than the quality of service 
provided,” shared Jane Mrosko, Travelers Aid program manager at New York JFK.  
 
While the Dulles reopened on Monday, it did not have a full schedule. “The international flights 
were not cancelled so we had a lot of folks waiting for cabs,” said Travelers Aid Program 
Manager Sally Harvey. “The line for the cabs was more than an hour.” 
 
An impressive effort of the “helping hand” spirit was shown by Travelers Aid Program Manager 
Leanne Omland who camped out at the airport from Friday afternoon through Tuesday. Her 
Saturday experience was captured by our local ABC affiliate and we invite you to watch her 
experience. Although no flights were scheduled for Sunday, a number of passengers still 
traveled to the airport thinking their flights were still flying. “The passengers who mistakenly 
came into the airport on Sunday needed hotel rooms or local transportation. Very few hotel 
shuttles were running and there were virtually no cabs.” 
 
A special thanks to all of the volunteers who braved the elements to get back to their posts to 
give the extra special attention needed during this weather event.  
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